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INTEGRATION OF FINITE ELEMENT MODELING WITH SOLID
MODELING THROUGH A DYNAMIC INTERFACE
Abstract. Finite element modeling is dominated by geometric modeling
type operations. Therefore. an effective interface to geometric modeling
requires access to both the model and the modeling functionality used to
created it. This paper discusses the use of a dynamic interface that ad-
dresses these needs through the use of boundary, data structures and
geometric operators.
Introduction. The generation of numerical analysis models, typically finite element models.
is an important part of the computer-aided engineering {CAEI process. However. a dispro-
portionately large percentage of the design/analysis process is required to carry out this
task with the tools commonly available today. Over the past few years, substantial gains
have been make in the development of the algorithmic procedures needed to make this a
more automated process. To make effective use of these tools, specific consideration must
be given to the proper integration of the component parts. This paper presents a general
approach to performing the integration of the geometric modeling with advanced finite
element modeling tools.
Three technical areas of importance to the eventual automation of the finite element
modeling porcess are: geometric modeling, automatic mesh generation, and adaptive
analysis techniques. There is no possibility, of automating a geometrically-based procedure
like finite element modeling if the geometric modeling procedures do not contain a com-
plete and unique representation of the object to be analyzed. Therefore. the advances in
geometric modeling based on solid modeling approaches is a prerequisite to automated
finite element modeling. The second functionality needed is the ability to automatically
discretize a geometric model into a finite element mesh. As is briefly reviewed in the next
section, the recently developed algorithmic approaches to automatic mesh generation are
addressing this need. The third area of development, adaptive analysis techniques, are not
needed to be able to automatically perform an analysis, however, they are needed if robust
automated finite element modeling procedures are to be developed. The goal of adaptive
analysis techniques is to automatically improve a finite element discretization until the
solution obtained yield results to a prescribed degree of accuracy. The next section also
indicated the status of the development of these procedures.
The integration of geometric modeling systems with automated mesh generators is not
completely addressed by the passing of a geometry file. Specific geometric modeling
functionality is also needed to support the operations carried out by the geometric model-
ing system. The third section discusses an approach to the integration of geometric mod-
eling and automatic mesh generation that supports these needs.
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The fourth section discusses the question of controlling the process of going from the
original geometric model to the finite element model. Central to this discussion is the form
of data structure needed to support this process and the geometric modeling functionality
needed. In particular, consideration is given data structures that will support the evolution
of an original geometric model to the idealized geometric model that is to be discretized
and then supporting the actual discretization process in a general manner.
Automated Finite Element Modeling Tools. Historically. the generation of finite element
meshes has been dominated by the application of mapped mesh generators that produce
what are commonly referred to as structured meshes. They have the disadvantage of
requiring the domain to be meshed to be partitioned into a set of mappable regions which
_elds the desired distribution of elements. The complexity of reducing the complex three-
dimensional domains available from today's geometric modeling systems into a set of
mappable regions has lead to an increased interest in the development of mesh generators
capable of automatically meshing the entire domain. For the purposes of this discussion.
an automatic mesh generator is an algorithmic procedure capable of producing a valid
finite element mesh in a domain of arbitrary complexity, given no input past the
computerized geometric representation of the domain to be meshed.
It is important to emphasize the fundamental operational difference between mapped
meshing procedures and the automatic mesh generation techniques that have been
considered to date. When mapped mesh generators are used. the geometry, of the object is
constructed by gluing together the individual, fixed topology', mesh patches. Therefore. the
geometric representation is explicitly defined in terms of those mesh patches. The map _
ping operators used to define the mesh within each of the mesh patches employ, in either
an explicit or implicit form. a set geometric representation for each mesh patch defined in
terms of the information available on the boundary of the mesh patch. The user is respon-
sible for defining a valid set of mesh patches, which implicitly define the geometric repre-
sentation and explicitly provide the geometry necessary for meshing to occur. The mesh
generators are. therefore, not concerned with the actual geometry of the object. This is.
however, not the case for an automatic mesh generator which is given a complete
geometric representation of the domain of interest and is responsible for decomposing.
without a priori information of the shape of the domain, it into a valid set of elements.
Since an automatic mesh generator must determine the limits of the domain it is to mesh.
the most compur.ationally intensive portion of these procedures are the carrying out of
geometric interrogations forthis purpose. Since mapped mesh generators need not carry.
out these interrogations, it is not surprising to find they are much more computationally
efficient at the expense of user productivity. Another important difference between these
two approaches is that all of the current automatic mesh generators produce unstructured
meshes and are best suited to producing simplex element topologies. This means triangu-
lar elements in two dimensions and tetrahedronal elements in three dimensions.
The three-dimensional automatic mesh generators that have been developed can be classi-
fled as being based on one of the following algorithmic approaches:
1.
.
3.
4.
point placement followed by triangulation [CAVE85]. [FEIL85]. [FIEL86].
[NGUY82].
removal of individualsubdomains [WOO84]. [WORD84].
recursive domain subdivision [SLUI82]. and
spatial decomposition followed by subdomain meshing [SHEP86], [YERR84].
[YERR85].
Although specific automatic meshing algorithms may overlap two of the approaches listed.
or may be implemented in specific steps where separate steps use different approaches to
carry, out the appropriate operations, the above classification provides a reasonably funda-
mental separation of algorithmic approaches. (See [SHEP87] for a more complete review
of automatic mesh generation.}
A large number of two-dimensional mesh generators based on point placement followed by
triangulation have been developed Isee [CAV_74]. [LEE84], [LO85] for example) using a
variety of approaches to place points and triangulate them into elements. The three-
dimensional procedures [CAVE85], [FEIL85], [FIEL86], [NGUY82] have followed a similar
development path. In each of these algorithms, specific heuristics are employed to place
points through the domain. The generation of the mesh using these points can either
employ a set of triangulation heuristics, or can employ the mathematical properties of
Delaunay triangulations [SIBS78], [WATSS1] to develop the meshing algorithm. Although
Delaunay properties are ideal for two-dimensional mesh generation, they are not fully
satisfactory in the three-dimensional case. Therefore, three-dimensional mesh generators
using Delaunay based procedures must be augmented with an appropriate set of heuristics
to avoid possible problems _FIEL85], [FIEL86], [SHEP87].
Automatic mesh generators based on subdomaln removal operate by removing individual
pieces form the domain one at a time until the domain is reduced to one remaining
acceptable piece. The majority, of the algorithms of this type remove individual elements
[SADE80], [SHEP86a]. [W00841, [WORD841. while others remove larger, but 'simple'
portions of the domain and then triangulate them using a different procedure [BYKA76].
[JOE86]. These procedures typically traverse the boundary of the object appl_ng a set of
heuristic operators to identify and then remove portions of the domain one at a time.
Although they have been heavily published, the development of automatic mesh genera-
tots based on recursive domain subdivision is a popular approach under consideration by a
number of CAD vendors. In these approaches the mesh is created by recursively splitting
the domain [SLUI82], until the subdomains represent individual finite elements. A specific
set of heuristics and geometric test are used to identify the 'splits' used to subdivide
objects.
Mesh generators based on spatial decomposition employ some specific decomposition
procedure to decompose, in a controlled manner, the domain into a set of simple cells and
then to triangulate the individual cells in a manner such that a valid finite element mesh
is generated. The procedures developed to date have relied on quadtree structures in two
dimensions [BAEH87]. [KELA86], [YERR83], and octree structures in three dimensions
[SHEP86], [SHEP86a], (YERR84]. [YERR85]. One of the key aspects of these procedures
is the manner in which geometric information is associated with those cells containing
portions of the boundary and how this information is used to generate the element mesh
in those cells [BAEH87]. [SHEP86a].
The limited experience available to date indicates that the amount of computation needed
to generate a mesh of a few thousand elements for a general three-dimensional geometry
will be of the same order of magnitude as a linear analysis carried out on that system.
Therefore. the computational efficiency, of these procedures is of critical importance. The
two measures of computational efficiency of importance are the time required by the given
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algorithms to generate comparable meshes and.-even more importantly, the computational
growth rate of the mesh generator. Tests run to date on complex two-dimensional
geometries indicates that the implementation of various approaches yields speed
differences that vary by more than an order of magnitude. (The rest referred to are
proprietary to the company that ran the test and can not be presented here.}
The various algorithmic approaches also demonstrate different growth rates. The approach
with the greatest amount of theoretical results is Delaunay triangulation which in the
two-dimensional case indicate an Oqn log(log n)} . where n is the number of points, com-
putational time possible. (In two dimensions, the number of elements is of the same order
as the number of nodes [BOLS86].) Computational results of an implemented three-
dimensional algorithm gave O(n*'5/3) computer times [CAVE85]. (In the three-
dimensional case. the number of elements can be from Oqn) to O(n**2) [BOLS86].
However. it appears that in most practical cases the number of elements will be O(n}.)
The best computational growth, rate obtained thus far is linear. Oqnh [BAEH87]. [JOE86].
Joe and Simpson carried out a detailed study of the computational effort required for their
two-dimensional algorithm and demonstrated times that were linear and asymptotic with
one of the steps of the algorithm [JOE86]. The finite quadtree mesh two-dimensional
generator [BAEH87] also demonstrates a linear growth rate with the number of elements.
It is also anticipated that the finite octree mesh generator can operate in linear rime.
however, neither the analysis or numerical studies needed to confirm this have been
completed.
As the finite element technique becomes more heavily used by designers who do nor
possess extensive expertise in numerical analysis, there is not only a need to improve the 1
speed and robustness of the model generation procedures, but a need to insure that the
analysis results produced are of sufficient accuracy to be meaning/ml. As in the case of the
model generation process, increasing the robustness of the analysis to produce a prespeci-
fled degree of accuracy is best obtained through the development of automated procedures
for that purpose. This is the goal of efforts on the development of adaptive finite element
analysis procedures (see [BABU86] for a good overview of this areah
In an adaptive finite element analysis procedure, the solution results on a given mesh. in
combination with a knowledge of that mesh. are used to both estimate the accuracy of that
solution as well as how to best improve the mesh to efficiently obtain the level of accuracy
desired. The major components of such a system include:
l*
2.
3.
4.
finite element equation formulation and evaluation algorithms.
a posteriori error estimation techniques to estimate the discretization errors in
the current solution.
error indication, or alternatively, correction indicators to determine where and. in
the ideal case, how to improve the finite element discretization, and
mesh enrichment schemes to improve the finite element discretization as indi-
cated by the error or correction indicators.
Since adaptive finite element analysis employs a feedback procedure which requires solu-
tions to a sequence of related finite element equations, the techniques used for each of the
component portions of the system must be able to operate in an efficient manner. In
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additionto beingableto efficiently solve related sets of finite element equations, the
development of these systems must consider the most appropriate mesh generation and
update procedures to be used with the various adaptive analysis approaches.
Substantial gains in the development of adaptive finite element analysis techniques have
been made in the past few years. However, it will be some time before they appear in
commercial systems. These procedures are critical to the future automation of finite ele-
ment modeling since they must be used to insure that the results obtained are meaning'ful.
Geometric Modeling Support forAutomatic Mesh Generation.As indicatedinthe previous
section,automatic mesh generatorsare geometricallydemanding. In particular,they re-
quire a large number of geometric interrogations,and. depending on the meshing al-
gorithrn,a largenumber of geometricmodel modificationstooperate.Therefore,they are
not wellsuitedto a staticinterfacewith geometric modeling systems in which the only
informationavailableto the mesh generatorisan output fileof the geometric representa-
tion[WILS87]. Assuming thata common format isused forthisfile.thisapproach has the
disadvantage of requiringthat allthe geometric modeling functionalityneeded by the
mesh generator be reproduced within the mesh generator. Assuming that this
functionalityalreadyexistswithinthe geometric modeling system, which istypicallythe
case.the development of thatcapabilityin the mesh generatorisa redundant effortthat
has to be repeatedforeach new geometry form to which the mesh generatorisinterfaced.
An alternative approach is to employ a dynamic interface in which the mesh generation
algorithms can interact directly with a geometric modeling system through a set of proce-
dures, to be referred to as geometric communication operators, that can perform specific
geometric interrogations and modifications. The definition of geometric communication
operators is being considered for geometrically-based applications [CAMI86]. as well as
those needed specifically for mesh generation [SHEP85]. The discussion below assumes a
dynamic interface between the automatic mesh generators and the geometric modeling
system. See reference [SHEP85] for a more specific discussion of the geometric communi-
cation operators needed to support the various automatic mesh generation approaches.
The complexity of the interface of an automatic mesh generator with a solid modeler is a
function of the algorithmic approach underlying the mesh generator. Mesh generation
algorithms that operate through geometric interrogation only require a simpler set of
geometric communication operators than is used by mesh generators that must both
interrogam and modify the geometric representation during the mesh generation process.
In general, the majority of computational effort required for automatic mesh generation is
spent in carrying out geometric communication operations. Since geometric interrogations
typically require much less computation than geometric modifications, mesh generators
requiring geometric interrogation are typically more efficient, on a per element basis.
Two of the four algorithmic approaches to automatic mesh generation discussed above
require geometric interrogation only. point placement followed by triangulation and spatial
decomposition followed by subdomain meshing. The other two. removal of individual sub-
domains and recursive subdivision, require both geometric interrogation and modification.
To better see this differentiation, consider the comparison of the interactions with a
geometric representation for both an element by element removal algorithm and the finite
octree approach. In the element by element removal process, topological and geometric
interrogations are used to look for a candidate feature to be carved off: geometric interro-
gations are used to see if that removal is valid: and finally the feature is removed. Since
the next element removal must consider the geometry, as it stands after the current
element is removed, the geometric model must be updated by the use of geometric modi-
fication operators to reflect this removal. In contrast, the primary geometry-related task in
the finite octree mesh generator is to determine how the boundary of the object interacts
with the appropriate sized octants in the tree. This information is obtained through
geometric interrogation only by intersecting the boundary entities of the object with the
appropriate boundary, features of the octants. The only other geometric communication
operators needed for this process and the rest of the meshing process are the interrogation
operators of point classification, the conversions between parametric and real coordinates.
and the conversion from real to parametric coordinates.
Geometrically-Based Finite Element Modeling. The first key to the integration of
geometric modeling and finite element modeling is the use of a general dam structure that
can properly house various geometric forms. As indicated above, the transfer of only
geometric data into the finite element modeling system does not address the geometric
modeling needs of finite element modeling. Therefore. the second key aspect of this
integration is the use of a general set of operators to support the geometric modeling
demands of the entire finite element modeling process.
Before discussing the data structures and geometric modeling functionality needed, it is
necessary to undekstand the process of generating a finite element model. This process
consist of the:
.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
definition of the domain to be analyzed.
specification of the partial differential equations to be solved.
specification of the analysis attributes.
specification of the numerical analysis control information.
specification of the mesh control information, and
generation of the finite element mesh.
The first three steps are concerned with the specification of the problem to be analyzed
and are entirely independent of the numerical analysis procedures used. The last three
steps are concerned with the specification and generation of the numerical analysis model.
There are a number of advantages that can be gained by separating the modeling process
into these distinct steps. The most obvious is the increased levels of integration possible
between geometric and finite element modeling procedures. Possibly the most important.
but least obvious, is that increasing the level of automation of the finite element modeling
process is only possible if there is a strict separation of these steps.
When considering the development of integrated, geometrically-based finite element mod-
eling procedures, it is important to realize that the geometric representation that is ac-
tually discretized into finite elements is often not the same as the original geometric
description that defines the object. It is common in finite element analysis to ignore
geometric details that are deemed unimportant to the analysis. Common geometric simpli-
fications of this type include removing small fillets, and filling small holes and pockets. It
is also common in finite element analysis to represent specific portions of the model with
reduced dimension entities. Common examples are to use only the 'mid-surface" of por-
tions of the model that are "small' in one direction compared to the other two. and to use
only the 'center-line" of portions of the model which are "small' in two directions. In these
cases, the finite element discretization is of those reduced order entities where the elimi-
nated dimensions are accounted for by the specification of 'section properties'.
There are two distinct steps in the finite element modeling process where these model
domain differences can be specified. They can be done during the specification of the
domain to be analyzed where the analyst would carry, out the geometric modeling opera-
tions necessary to insure that the geometric representation used in the remainder of the
finite element modeling process is that which is discretized into a finite element mesh.
This is the approach commonly taken tx_iay.
The other step where the domain differences can be defined is during the specification of
the numerical analysis attributes. In this case. those portions of the domain that are to be
ignored or represented with reduced order elements are simply flagged with the appro-
priate attribute information defining how it is t_ be modeled in the numerical analysis
model. It is then the responsibility of the finite element discretization procedures to
perform the operations necessary to have the meshing procedures generate the mesh
accounting for the domain differences. Although not commonly used procedures taking
this approach can drastically reduce the amount of effort required for the generation of
finite element models for some classes of problems [GREG87].
The previous section introduced the concept of geometric communication operators to
support automatic mesh generators. In addition to the operators needed for this function
[SHEP85], sets of operators are needed to define both the analysis and numerical model-
ing attributes needed for the completion of the analysis model [SHEP85a]. [SHEP86b].
Efforts are currently under way to identify the mapping from the specific operators de-
fined for finite element modeling [SHEP85], [SHEP85a] and those defined in the CAM-I
Applications Interface Specification [CAMI86]. The advantage of this approach is obvious.
it avoids the need to reproduce all the geometric modeling functionality of each geometry.
type within the finite element modeling system. This advantage is absolutely necessary, if
finite element modeling procedures are to be inter_aced with the various geometric model-
ing systems.
The data structures used in a geometrically-based finite element modeling system play a
critical role in the operation of the system. Since all geometrically complete representa-
tions can produce a boundary, representation [RIQU82], and a boundary representation
provides a level of abstraction that is independent of the specific geometric definition of
the boundary of the domain [WEIL85]. WEIL86]. it is ideally suited for storing geometric
representations for finite element modeling.
The combination of the topological information in a boundary representation and an appro-
priate set of geometric communication operators provides a generalized approach to the
integration of finite element modeling capabilities with geometric modeling systems. The
input to the finite element modeling software would be the topological representation of
the object independent of the specific geometric definition of the topological entities.
Although the topology contains no 'shape' information, it does contain a complete set of
connectivity information and also indicates the dimensionality of the portions of the
object. The finite element modeling functions can be easily structured to be controlled by
topological information calling the appropriate geometric communication operators to
carry out the specific geometric calculations and modeling operations needed. The applica-
tion of the geometric communication operators can also be keyed by topological informa-
tion. Therefore. the finite element modeling software can carry out all its tasks without
specific knowledge of the geometric representation.
There are a number of possible ways to group the finite element modeling data. The one
given herein represents the minimal number of data sets that provide a logical separation
of information needed for finite element modeling. The data sets include:
l°
2.
3.
The MODEL data set
The AI_rRIBUTE data set
The MESH data set
The MODEL da_a set contains the topological data. and points to the geometric informa-
tion that defines the domain to be meshed. The A_rRIBUTE data set contains both the
analysis attribute data (e.g.. material properties, boundary conditions, etc.) and the
analysis model control da_a. The MESH data set contains the finite element mesh gener-
ated for the model. The data structures are related through a well defined set of pointers
which provide the mechanisms through which all non-MODEL data is tied to the MODEL
and thus each other [SHEP86b].
The most fundamental data to the generation of a finite element model is the geometry.
As indicated above, a boundary-based MODEL data structure provides a general frame-
work for this data structure. There are a number of possible alternative boundary, struc-
tuFes that can be considered [WEIL85],[WEIL86], with the choice to be made based on a
trade-off between domain of geometries properly represented, storage, and need to search.
The most critical of these questions is domain of geometries represented. Since finite
element models commonly consist of combinations of three-dimensional (solid elements}.
two-dimensional {shell elements}, and one-dimensional (beam elements) it is desirable to
employ a MODEL representation that can house all three without the need for special
cases. The commonly used boundary representations for solid modeling systems can only
represent two-mainfold geometries which means that even a mesh of solid elements alone
would require special consideration. However, the recently developed radial-edge data
structure [WEIL86] can house combined solid, surface, and wireframe geometries in a
consistent manner. Therefore. it is ideally suited for the representation of the finite ele-
ment MODEL data structure [SHEP86b].
In addition to the hierarchy of geometric modeling entities, it is also desirable to employ a
hierarchy of finite element entities in the MESH data structure. It is used to define the
elements themselves. This is a departure from the way in which finite elements have
historically been defined (i.e.. an element of a specific type with a list of nodes which define
the connectivity). In such a hierarchy each finite element entity points to the lowest order
modeling topology entity which it is inherently a part {SHEP86b]. For example, a re-edge
which is on the surface of a region would point to the face on which it lies. rather than the
region itself.
The MESH data structure, with its hierarchy of finite element entities, may seem too
elaborate, perhaps even wasteful of storage. However. on closer inspection some distinct
advantages emerge. The most powerful advantages come from the links to the other data
structures. The major benefits for linking the finite element hierarchy to geometry, is as
follows:
o
2.
°
4.
It makes it possible to interrogate the finite element model using a geometric
enti_ as a key word for searching.
It provides a mechanism which supports mesh generation on the basis of topologi-
cally simple cells li.e., quadrilaterals, triangles, hexahedrons, etcJ providing a
direct procedure to represent all order elements without going back to the mesh
generator. All higher order fe-nodes can easily be placed precisely on the appro-
priate associated geometric entity.
It provides an organization for handling any type of finiteelement in a uniform
manner.
It provides direct access paths to higher order entities from lower order entities
which make it very convenient to do such things as bandwidth minimization,
postprocess the results of elements associated with a given set of nodes, etc.
Closin R" Remarks. The automated finite element modeling procedures currently under
development place severe demands on the interface to geometric modeling. It is no longer
satisfactory to simply pass a geometry file to the finite element modeling procedures, they
require a full set of geometric modeling functions. These needs can only be addressed by
the use of a dynamic interface of the type presented in the CAM-I Applications Interface
Specification [CAMI86]. To support such an approach in a general and modular sense,
future finite element modeling software should be driven by the topological information
available from a boundary representation. Since finite element models are typically non-
manifold, the boundary representation should be a complete non-manifold representation
like the radial-edge structure [WEIL86].
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